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Connecting abstract logics and adjunctions in the theory of

(π-)institutions: some theoretical remarks and applications

Gabriel Bittencourt Rios ∗, Daniel de Almeida Souza †,

Darllan Conceição Pinto ‡, Hugo Luiz Mariano §

Abstract

In the present work, a natural sequel to [MaPi1], we further discuss the existence of adjunctions between
categories of institutions and of π-institutions. This is done at both a foundational and an applied level.
Firstly, we reformulate and conceptually clarify such adjunctions in terms of the 2-categorical data involved
in the construction of categories of institution-like structures. More precisely, we remark that the process
used for passing from rooms to institutions ([Diac2]) can be extended, due to its 2-functoriality, to more
general room-like and institution-like structures in such a way that the aforementioned adjunctions are all
seen to arise from simpler adjunctions at the room-like level. Secondly, and mostly independently, we provide
some applications of such adjunctions to abstract logics, mainly to the setting of propositional logics and filter
pairs ([AMP1]); we also generalize the process of skolemization, a classical device from predicate logic, to
the institutional setting.

Keywords: (π-)institutions, abstract logics, adjunctions

Introduction

The concept of institution was introduced by J. A. Goguen and R. M. Burstall (see [GB]) in order to present a
unified mathematical formalism for the notion of a formal logical system, i.e. it provides a “...categorical abstract
model theory which formalizes the intuitive notion of logical system, including syntax, semantic, and satisfaction
relation between them...” ([Diac2]). This means that it encompasses the abstract concept of universal model
theory for a logic: it contains a satisfaction relation between models and sentences that is “stable under change
of notation”. The are several natural examples of institutions, and a systematic study of abstract model theory
based on the general notion of institution is presented in Diaconescu’s book [Diac2].

A proof-theoretical variation of the notion of institution, the concept of π-institution, was introduced by
Fiadeiro and Sernadas in [FS]: it formalizes the notion of a deductive system and “...replace the notion of model
and satisfaction by a primitive consequence operator (à la Tarski)”. Categories of propositional logics endowed
with natural notions of translation morphisms provide examples of π-institutions. Voutsadakis has developed an
intensive study of abstract algebraic logic based on the concept of π-institution, see for instance [Vou].

Certain relations between institutions and π-institutions were established in [FS] and [Vou]. On the other
hand, it seems that the explicit functorial connections between the category of institutions (with comorphisms)
and that of π-institutions (with comorphisms) first appeared in [MaPi1]: indeed, the category of π-institutions
is isomorphic to a full coreflective subcategory of the category of institutions. In the present (ongoing) work,
we expand the study initiated in [MaPi1] by establishing new adjunctions concerning categories of institution-
like structures and sketching new connections between these and abstract logics. Thus the goal of the article
is twofold: firstly, a categorical analysis in the setting of the abstract theory of models (respectively, theory of
proof) given by institution theory (respectively, π-institution theory); secondly, applications to presentations of
propositional logics (abstract logics, filter pairs) and abstract predicate logic devices (skolemization).
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‡Institute of Mathematics, Federal University of Bahia, Brazil, darllan math@hotmail.com
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Overview of the paper:

In Section 1 we recall, for the reader’s convenience, the definitions of institution and of π-institution, as well
as their respective notions of (co)morphism. In Section 2 we expand the work in [MaPi1] by presenting new
adjunctions involving categories of categories, diagrams, institutions, and π-institutions. Section 3 is devoted to
extending the construction of the category of rooms ´ as presented in [Diac2] ´ in a way that applies to more
general categories of institution-like structures. This is done by applying classical 2-categorical machinery (such
as the 2-Yoneda embedding and the Grothendieck construction) and, although being relatively straightforward
from a technical point of view, its 2-functoriality allows us to provide a crucial conceptual simplification of the
aforementioned adjunctions between categories of institution-like structures: they are seen to arise as images
(under a 2-functor of institutional realization) of adjunctions between their generating categories of room-like
structures. In Section 4, we present some institutions and π-institutions of abstract propositional logics, not
only the ones obtained by the former adjunctions, useful for establishing an abstract Glivenko’s theorem for
algebraizable logics regardless of their signatures associated ([MaPi3]). We have also defined a institution for
each filter pair -general and finitary version (see [AMP1])- in fact, we provide a functor from the category of
filter pairs to the category of institutions that can be restricted to a functor from the category of propositional
logics to the category of institutions and, moreover, that can be extended to a functor from the “multialgebraic”
setting (logics and filter pairs), useful to deal with complex logics, as Logics of Formal Inconsistency (LFIs)
([CCM]), thought non-deterministic semantics of matrices ([AZ]). Section 5 introduces a new institutional
device: skolemization; which is applied to get, by borrowing from FOL, a form of downward Löwenheim-Skolem
for the setting of multialgebras. Section 6 finishes the paper presenting some remarks and perspectives of future
developments.

1 Preliminaries: categories of institutions and π-institutions

In this first section we recall, for the reader’s convenience, the definition of institution and π-institution with
their respective notions of morphisms and comorphisms, consequently defining their categories. We also add
a subsection recalling the main results in [MaPi1]: the adjunction between the categories of institutions and
π-institutions endowed with its comorphisms.

1.1 Categories of institutions

Definition 1.1. An institution I “ pSig, Sen,Mod, |ùq consists of

Sig

Mod

{{✇✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇

Sen

!!❇
❇❇

❇❇
❇❇

❇

pCatqop |ù Set

1. a category Sig, whose the objects are called signature,

2. a functor Sen : Sig Ñ Set, for each signature a set whose elements are called sentence over the signature

3. a functor Mod : pSigqop Ñ Cat, for each signature a category whose the objects are called model,

4. a relation |ùΣĎ |ModpΣq| ˆ SenpΣq for each Σ P |Sig|, called Σ-satisfaction, such that for each morphism
h : ΣÑ Σ1, the compatibility condition

M 1 |ùΣ1 Senphqpφq if and only if ModphqpM 1q |ùΣ φ

holds for each M 1 P |ModpΣ1q| and φ P SenpΣq

Example 1.2. Let Lang denote the category of languages L “ ppFnqnPN, pRnqnPNq, – where Fn is a set of symbols
of n-ary function symbols and Rn is a set of symbols of n-ary relation symbols, n ě 0 – and language morphisms1.

1That can be chosen “strict” (i.e., Fn ÞÑ F 1

n
, Rn ÞÑ R1

n
) or chosen be “flexible” (i.e., Fn ÞÑ tn ´ ary ´ termspL1qu, Rn ÞÑ

tn ´ ary ´ atomic ´ formulaspL1qu).
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For each pair of cardinals ℵ0 ď κ, λ ď 8, the category Lang endowed with the usual notion of Lκ,λ-sentences
(= Lκ,λ-formulas with no free variable), with the usual association of category of structures and with the usual
(tarskian) notion of satisfaction, gives rise to an institution Ipκ, λq.

Definition 1.3. Let I and I 1 be institutions.

(a) An institution morphism h “ pΦ, α, βq : I Ñ I 1 consists of:

Sig

Ô

rr

Sen

��

pModqop

��
Ö

++Φ ��
Set Sig1

Sen1
oo

Mod1op
// Catop

‚ a functor Φ : Sig Ñ Sig1

‚ a natural transformation α : Sen1 ˝ Φñ Sen

‚ a natural transformation β :ModñMod1 ˝ Φop

Such that the following compatibility condition holds:

m |ùΣ αΣpϕ
1q iff βΣpmq |ù

1
ΦpΣq ϕ

1

For any Σ P Sig, any Σ-model m and any ΦpΣq-sentence ϕ1.

(b) A triple f “ xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 is a comorphism between the given institutions if the following conditions
hold:

‚ φ : Sig Ñ Sig1 is a functor.

‚ natural transformations α : Senñ Sen1 ˝ φ and β :Mod1 ˝ φop ñMod satisfying:

m1 |ù1
φpΣq αΣpϕq iff βΣpm

1q |ùΣ ϕ

For any Σ P Sig, m1 PMod1pφpΣqq and ϕ P SenpΣq.

Given comorphisms f : I Ñ I 1 and f 1 : I Ñ I2, notice that f 1 ‚f :“ xφ1 ˝φ, α1 ‚α, β1 ‚βy defines a comorphism
f 1 ‚ f : I Ñ I2, where pα1 ‚ αqΣ “ α1

φpΣq ˝ αΣ and pβ1 ‚ βqΣ “ βΣ ˝ β
1
φpΣq. Let IdI :“ xIdSig, Id, Idy : I Ñ I.

It is straightforward to check that these data determines a category2. We will denote by Insco this category
of institution comorphisms. Of course, using analagous methods one can also define Insmor—the category of
institution morphisms.

Example 1.4. Given two pairs of cardinals pκi, λiq, with ℵ0 ď κi, λi ď 8, i “ 0, 1, such that κ0 ď κ1 and
λ0 ď λ1, then it is induced a morphism and a comorphism of institutions pΦ, α, βq : Ipκ0, λ0q Ñ Ipκ1, λ1q,
given by the same data: Sig0 “ Lang “ Sig1, Mod0 “ Mod1 : pLangqop Ñ Cat, Seni “ Lκi,λi

, i “ 0, 1,
Φ “ IdLang : Sig0 Ñ Sig1, β :“ Id :Modi ñMod1´i, α :“ inclusion : Sen0 ñ Sen1.

1.2 Categories of π-institutions

Definition 1.5. A π-institution J “ xSig, Sen, tCΣuΣP|Sig|y is a triple with its first two components exactly the
same as the first two components of an institution and, for every Σ P |Sig|, a closure operator CΣ : PpSenpΣqq Ñ
PpSenpΣqq, such that, for every f : Σ1 Ñ Σ2 PMorpSigq, the following holds:

SenpfqpCΣ1
pΓqq Ď CΣ2

pSenpfqpΓqq, for all Γ Ď SenpΣ1q.

Definition 1.6. Let J and J 1 be π-institutions.

2As usual in category theory, the set theoretical size issues on such global constructions of categories can be addressed by the use
of at least two Grothendieck universes.
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(a) A morphism between J and J 1 is a pair xΦ, αy such that:

‚ Φ : Sig Ñ Sig1 is a functor

‚ α : Sen1Φñ Sen is a natural transformation

And, for all ΓY tϕu Ď Sen1pΦΣq, the following holds:

ϕ P CΦΣpΓq ñ αΣpϕq P CΣpαΣpΓqq

(b) xΦ, αy : J Ñ J 1 is a comorphism between π-institution if:

‚ Φ : Sig Ñ Sig1 is a functor

‚ α : Senñ Sen1Φ is a natural transformation

Such that, for all ΓY tϕu Ď SenpΣq, we have:

ϕ P CΣpΓq ñ αΣpϕq P CΦΣpαΣpΓqq

Given π-institution morphisms (respec. comorphisms) xF, αy : J Ñ J 1 and xG, βy : J 1 Ñ J2, g ¨ f is defined
as xGF,α ¨ βF y (respec. xGF, βF ¨ αy), routine calculations show the composition is well defined. The identity
morphism and comorphism are both given by x1Sig, 1Seny. These remarks lead us to define πInsmor and πInsco
the categories of, respectively, institution morphisms and comorphisms.

Remark 1.7. It is easy to see that π-institution can be equivalently described by a triple xSig, Sen, t$ΣuΣP|Sig|y
where the first two components are simply the ones used for π-institutions and the third component is a family,
indexed by Σ P |Sig|, of tarskian consequence relations $Σ Ď PpSenpΣqq ˆ SenpΣq such that for every arrow
f : Σ1 Ñ Σ2 in Sig the induced function Senpfq : SenpΣ1q Ñ SenpΣ2q P MorpSetq is a logical translation, i.e.
for each ΓY tϕu Ď SenpΣ1q

Γ $Σ1
ϕ ñ SenpfqrΓs $Σ2

Senpfqpϕq

1.3 An adjunction between Insco and πInsco

For the reader’s convenience, we recall here the adjunction between Insco and πInsco established in [MaPi1];
thus all the proofs will be omitted.

Let I “ xSig, Sen,Mod, |ùy be an institution. Given Σ P |Sig|, consider

Γ‹ “ tm PModpΣq; m |ùΣ ϕ for all ϕ P Γu and

M‹ “ tϕ P SenpΣq; m |ùΣ ϕ for all m PMu

for any Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď ModpΣq. Notoriously, these mappings establish a Galois connection. Thus
CI

Σ
pΓq :“ Γ‹‹ defines a closure operator for any Σ P |Sig| ([Vou]). We can now define the first part of our

adjunction:

Insco πInsco

I xSigI , SenI , tCI
Σ
uΣP|Sig|y

J xSigJ , SenJ , tCJ
Σ
uΣP|Sig|y

F

xφ,α,βy xφ,αy

For the other side of the adjunction consider the application:
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πInsco Insco

J xSigJ , SenJ ,ModJ , |ùJy

J 1 xSigJ
1

, SenJ
1

,ModJ
1

, |ùJ
1

y

G

xφ,αy xφ,α,α´1y

Where:

• ModJ is taken as:

Sigop Cat

Σ tCΣpΓq : Γ Ď SenpΣqu

Σ1 tCΣ1pΓq : Γ Ď SenpΣ1qu

ModJ

f Senpfq´1

With ModJpΣq being viewed as a “co-discrete category”3.

• For each Σ we let |ùJ
Σ
Ď |ModpΣq| ˆ SenpΣq as the relation:

m |ùJΣ ϕ iff ϕ P m

For any m PModpΣq and ϕ P SenpΣq

Theorem 1.8. The functors F : Insco Ñ πInsco and G : πInsco Ñ Insco defined above establish an adjunction
G % F between the categories Insco and πInsco. Moreover, F ˝ G “ IdπInsco and the unity of this adjunction,
the natural transformation η : IdπInsco Ñ F ˝ G, is the identity. Thus the category πInsco can be seen to be a
full coreflective subcategory of Insco.

2 Adjunctions between Inst, π-Inst, Cat, Diag

In this section we continue and expand the analysis of categorical relations between categories whose objects
are categories endowed with some extra structure like categories of (π-)institutions, categories of categories and
categories of Set-based diagrams.

2.1 An adjunction between Insmor and πInsmor

It is natural to ask whether we could achieve a similar adjunction considering morphisms instead of comor-
phisms, that is, taking Insmor and πInsmor instead of Insco and πInsco. In this subsection, we sketch a proof
that the category of π-institutions and morphisms is isomorphic to a full coreflective subcategory of the category
of institutions and morphisms: this is a natural variant of the results in [MaPi1] which were recalled in subsection
1.3.

Let I “ xSig, Sen,Mod, |ùy be an institution. Given Σ P |Sig| let:

Γ˚ :“ tm PModpΣq : m |ùΣ ϕ for all ϕ P Γu

and

M˚ :“ tϕ P SenpΣq : m |ùΣ ϕ for all m PMu

for any Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď |ModpΣq|. These mappings cleary define a Galois connection between PpSenpΣqq
and Pp|ModpΣq|q. Therefore, ConI

Σ
pΓq :“ Γ˚˚ defines a closure operator on PpSenpΣqq for any Σ P |Sig|.

3I.e., a class of objects C endowed with the trivial groupoid structure of all ordered pairs, C ˆ C.
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Lemma 2.1. Let xφ, α, βy : I Ñ I 1 be an arrow in Insmor and σ P |Sig|. Given Γ Ď SenpΣq and M Ď |ModpΣq|
the following holds:

• βΣrpαΣrΓsq
˚s Ď Γ˚

• αΣrpβΣrM sq
˚s ĎM˚

Proof: The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2.8 in [MaPi1]

Consider now the following functor:

F : Insmor Ñ πInsmor

I ÞÑ xSig, Sen, tConIΣuΣP|Sig|y

The proof that F is well defined on objects can be found on [MaPi1]. The action on morphisms is defined as
follows:

I
xφ,α,βy
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ I 1

F pIq
xφ,αy
ÝÝÝÝÑ F pI 1q

Consider now the following application,

G : πInsmor Ñ Insmor

J Ñ xSig, Sen,ModJ , |ùJy

Where:

• ModJ : Sigop Ñ Cat is defined as:

Σ
f
ÝÑ Σ1 ÞÑ tCΣ1pΓ1q : Γ1 Ď SenpΣ1qu

Senpfq´1

ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ tCΣpΓq : Γ Ď SenpΣqu

• For each Σ P |Sig|, |ùJ
Σ
Ď |ModJ pσq| ˆ SenpΣq is defined such that, give m P |ModpΣq| and ϕ P Senpσq,

m |ùJ
Σ
ϕ iff ϕ P m.

The proof that ModJ is well defined and that GpJq satisfies the compatibility condition and is indeed an
institution can be found in [MaPi1]

Given a morphism f “ xφ, αy : J Ñ J 1 in πInsmor define, for Σ P |Sig| and m P |ModJpΣq|, βΣpmq :“ α´1

Σ
pmq.

Let us prove that βΣ :ModJ pΣq ÑModJ
1

pφpΣqq.

PpSenpΣqq PpSen1pφpΣqqq
α

´1

Σoo

PpSenpΣ1qq

Senpfq´1

OO

PpSen1pφpΣ1qqq
α

´1

Σ1

oo

Senp1φpfqq´1

OO

Let us register prove the compatibility condition for morphisms. Given Σ P |Sig|, m P ModJ pΣq and ϕ P
SenpφpΣqq we have:

m |ùJΣ αΣpϕq ðñ αΣpϕq P m

ðñ ϕ P α´1

Σ
pmq

ðñ ϕ P βΣpmq

ðñ βΣpmq |ù
J 1

φpΣq ϕ

It follows that Gpfq “ xφ, α, βy is a morphism of institutions. To prove G a functor simply notice that, given
f “ xφ, αy : J Ñ J 1 and f 1 “ xφ1, α1y : J 1 Ñ J2 in πInsmor, Gpf

1 ¨ fq “ xφ1 ¨ φ, α1 ¨ αφ, pα1 ¨ αφq´1y “
xφ1 ¨ φ, α1 ¨ αφ, α´1φ ¨ α1´1y “ Gpf 1q ¨Gpfq and, for any π-institution J, routine calculations show Gp1Jq “ 1GpIq.

In fact, as in [MaPi1], we have the following:
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Theorem 2.2. The functors Insmor πInsmor
F

G
establish and adjunction G % F . Moreover, since F ˝G “

IdπInsmor
and the unity of this adjunction, the natural transformation η : IdπInsmor

Ñ F ˝ G, is the identity.
Thus the category πInsmor can be seen as a full coreflective subcategory of Insmor.

2.2 Adjunctions between CAT and πInsco

In this section we detail left and right adjoints for the forgetful functor from πInsco to CAT. Something of
notice here is the similarity between the functors shown here and the adjoints to the forgetful functor from Top
to Set. Indeed, we describe a left adjoint that associates categories to their “discrete” π-institution, where every
set is closed, and a right adjoint that maps to their “codiscrete” π-institution, where the only closed sets are the
empty set and the entire set of formulas. The place of these two constructions in the theory of π-institutions
is then similar to the place of the “(co)discrete” topology in point set topology. That is to say, as illustrative
examples of pathologies.

Let us commence by the right adjoint. We begin by defining an action on the objects of CAT; given a
category A let JA :“ xA, ˚, tConcuaP|A|y where ˚ : A Ñ Set is the constant functor to the singleton set and,
for each object a in A and Γ Ď t˚u, we define ConapΓq “ t˚u. It is clear that Cona is closure operator on t˚u.

Moreover, for any arrow a
f
ÝÑ a1 in A and Γ Ď t˚u, we have that ˚fpConapΓqq “ Cona1p˚fpΓqq and thus JA is a

π-institution.

We can now extend J to morphisms. Given some functor F : AÑ B, we see that there is a unique ! : ˚ ñ ˚F ;
furthermore, routine calculations show ϕ P ConapΓq ñ!apϕq P ConFap!apΓqq for tϕu Y Γ Ď t˚u. Define then
JF “ xF, ! y the remarks above showing it a comorphism between JA and JB.

To prove that J behaves functorially notice, firstly, that the lone arrow ˚ ñ ˚ is 1˚ so Jp1Aq “ x1A, 1˚y “ 1JA.
Finally, the below diagram guarantees that the composition is well behaved.

˚c //❴❴❴

��✤
✤

✤ ˚Fc //❴❴❴

��✤
✤

✤ ˚GFc

��✤
✤

✤

˚c1 //❴❴❴ ˚Fc1 //❴❴❴ ˚GFc1

Theorem 2.3. Let U : πInsco Ñ CAT the forgetful functor, taking each π-institution to its signature category
and each comorphism to its first coordinate. The functors J : CATÑ πInsco and U : πInsco Ñ CAT establish
an adjunction J $ U with counit ηA “ 1A.

Proof: Given some a π-institution J and a functor F : SigJ Ñ A, consider the below diagram:

A UJA JA

SigJ J

1A

F
F xF,αy

Where α is the single arrow Sen ñ ˚F . Given tϕu Y Γ Ď SenpΣq we have that ϕ P CΣpΓq ñ αΣpϕq “ ˚.
As ConFΣpαΣpΓqq “ t˚u it follows that ϕ P CΣpΓq ñ αΣpϕq P ConFΣpαΣpΓqq and thus xF, αy is indeed a
comorphism between J and DA. As xF, αy is clearly the only arrow that makes the diagram commute, the result
follows.

We can now describe the left adjoint. Consider the following functor:

K : CAT πInsco

A xA,H, pConaqaP|A|y

B xB,H, pConbqbP|B|y

F xF,! y

7



Where H is the constant functor to the empty set, Cona is the single closure operator on the empty set and
! is the unique natural transformation HñHF . By vacuity, xF, ! y satisfies the comorphism condition. Proving
that K is indeed a functor uses similar arguments to the ones given above.

Theorem 2.4. Let U as above. The functors K and U establish an adjunction K % U with unit ǫA “ 1A.

Proof: Given some a π-institution J and a functor F : AÑ SigJ , consider the below diagram:

A UKA KA

SigJ J

1A

F
F xF,αy

Where α is the only natural transformation H ñ SenJF . We argue by vacuity to show that xF, αy is a
comorphism. Since xF, αy it is clearly the only arrow that makes the diagram commute, the result follows.

Remark 2.5. It is easy to see how one would go on defining the πInsmor versions of the functors J and K.
This, of course, prompt us to question if these functors still define an adjunction. Routine calculations show that
the directions would be reversed, that is, in the πInsmor case we have: K $ U $ J

Remark 2.6. Let us consider a generalization of πInsco for a moment. Given a concrete category C, i.e. a
faithful functor | ´ | : C Ñ Set, a C´π́ institution is a triple of the form xSig, Sen : Sig Ñ C, pCΣ : P |SenpΣq| Ñ
P |SenpΣq|qΣP|C|y where Sig is a category, Sen a functor and CΣ a closure operator on P |SenpΣq| satisfying
structurality; furthermore, one can easily generalize a version of comorphisms for C´ π́ institutions. Consider
then C´πInsco— the category of C´π́ institution comorphisms.
Let 1 a terminal object in the concrete category C. We can now define a functor JC : CATÑ C´πInsco as

A
F
ÝÑ B ÞÑ xA, 1, pConaqaPObpAqy

xF,αy
ÝÝÝÑ xB, 1, pConbqbPObpBqy

Where 1 is the constant functor to the terminal object, ConapΓq “ |Senpaq| for each a P ObpAq and Γ Ď |Senpaq|
and α is the unique 1ñ 1F . Using the methods analogous we see that JC $ forgetful. Suppose now that C had
a initial object 0, one can easily see how to define KC — the left adjoint to the forgetful — mimicking K.
It is common, specially when dealing with propositional logics, to define the syntax as an algebraic structure
instead of a set. This remark could be of use in that scenario.

2.3 Adjunctions Diagco ⇆ πInsco

We begin this section by describingDiagcopCq andDiagmorpCq, the categories of diagrams for a given category
C. Diagrams for Set can be initially seen as π-institutions minus the consequence relation and the 2-categorially
minded will recognize diagrams for C as the Grothendieck construction for CATp´, Cq. After this introduction,
we proceed to obtain right and left adjoints to the the forgetful DiagcopSetq Ñ πInsco. Finally, we further this
result to categories adjoint to Set. In this sense the purpose of this section is twofold:

• Firstly, it may serve as a path to the theory of “generalized” π-institutions, that is, π-institutions having
sentence functors over any arbitrary category, not only Set. This practice of taking sentences in categories
different of Set is common in logic, a notorious example being that of propostional logic where sentences
are taken as free algebras.

• Secondly, it introduces, albeit tacitly, the 2-categorial ideas which will be used in the next section. Indeed,
the idea of diagrams will be explored again in section 3.2.

Let C be a category. Denote DiagcopCq the category whose objects are pair pA,F q, where F : A Ñ C is a
covariant functor and such that HomppA,F q, pA1, F 1qq is the (meta)class of all pairs pT, αq where T : A Ñ A1

is a functor and α : F Ñ F 1 ˝ T is a natural transformation. Let idpA,F q :“ pidA, idF q and if pT 1, α1q P

8



HomppA1, F 1q, pA2, F 2qq, then pT 1, α1q ‚ pT, αq :“ pT 1 ˝ T, α1
T ˝ αq. DiagmorpCq denotes the category with the

same objects as DiagcopCq and, for arrows, pT, αq P HomppA,F q, pA1, F 1qq iff T : A Ñ A1 is a functor and
α : F 1 ˝T Ñ F is a natural transformation; identities are the same as in DiagcopCq and compositions are adapted
accordingly: pT 1, α1q ‚ pT, αq :“ pT 1 ˝ T, α ˝ α1

T q.

Now consider the category πInsco and the obvious forgetful functor U : πInsco Ñ DiagcopSetq given by:

πInsco DiagcopSetq

xSig, Sen, pCΣqΣP|Sig|y xSig, Seny

xSig1, Sen1, pC 1
Σ
qΣP|Sig|y xSig1, Sen1y

U

xF,αy xF,αy

The main result of this subsection is that U has a left adjoint L : DiagcopSetq Ñ πInsco and a right adjoint
R : DiagcopSetq Ñ πInsco. Thus U : πInsco Ñ DiagcopSetq preserves all limits and all colimits.

We will provide just the definitions of the functors, since the proof of the universal properties are straightfor-
ward.

L : DiagcopSetq Ñ πInsco is given by: LpA,F q :“ pA,F, pCmina qaP|A|q, where C
min
a : P pF paqq Ñ P pF paqq is

such that:

Γ P P pF paqq ÞÑ Cmina pΓq :“ Γ

It is ease to see that LpA,F q satisfies the coherence condition in the definition of π-institution.

The action of L on morphisms is very simple:

LpppA,F q
pT,αq
Ñ pA1, F 1qq “ pA,F, pCmina qaP|A|q

pT,αq
Ñ pA1, F 1, pC 1min

a1 qa1P|A1|q;

this clearly determines a morphism of π-institutions.

For each pA,F q P |DiagcopSetq|, we have the identity arrow idpA,F q : pA,F q Ñ UpLpA,F qq and this is a initial
object in the comma category pA,F q Ó U . Thus L is left adjoint to U and we have just described the component
pA,F q of the unity of this adjunction.

Similarly, we have a functor R : DiagcopSetq Ñ πInsco with action RpA,F q :“ pA,F, pCmaxa qaP|A|q, where
Cmaxa : P pF paqq Ñ P pF paqq is such that:

Γ P P pF paqq ÞÑ Cmaxa pΓq :“ F paq

With the obvious action on arrows, R becomes the right adjoint to U .

Remark 2.7. Given category C and a functor C
E
ÝÑ Set with left adjoint Set

L
ÝÑ C (respec. right adjoint

Set
R
ÝÑ C) we can form DiagcopCq

Ẽ
ÝÑ DiagcopSetq and DiagcopSetq

L̃
ÝÑ DiagcopCq by composing:

ẼppT, αq : pA,F q Ñ pA1, F 1qq “ pT,Eαq

and likewise for L̃ (respec. R̃). It is straightforward that Ẽ has as left adjoint L̃ (respec. right adjoint R̃).

We can then compose this adjunction with the one obtained above to obtain πInsco DiagcopCq.
Ẽ˝U

L˝R̃

J (respec.

DiagcopCq πInsco
R˝Ẽ

L̃˝U

J ).
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We summarize below the adjunctions previously presented. It can be described an analogous diagram for
“morphisms” instead of “co-morphism”.

Instco

��
CAT // π ´ Instco

OO

oo

��
DiagcopSetq

OO OO

//❴❴❴

//❴❴❴ DiagcopCqoo

3 Adjunctions at the level of room-like structures

Accordding to [Diac2], page 47,

“The presentation of institutions as functors was given already in [GB] and the 2-categorical structure of the
category of institutions has been studied in [Diac1] .”

This section aims at describing how a standard construction from 2-category theory ´ the Grothendieck
construction, which associates a fibration to a pseudofunctor in a 2-functorial way ´ allows us to reformulate the
above adjunctions between categories of institution-like structures in a way which is general and systematic, and
which provides conceptually clearer equivalent descriptions of the same phenomena. This is done in two main
steps:

1. We borrow from [Diac2] the definition of the category of rooms, denoted by Room ´ which can be used to
provide a concise description of the category of institutions4 ´ and generalize it in a straightforward way (to
categories of room-like structures), so as to obtain analogous reconstructions of categories of institution-like
structures.

2. By using the (non-trivial) facts that (a) the process of associating fibrations to pseudofunctors defines
a 2-categorical equivalence, and (b) the 2-categorical Yoneda embedding is 2-fully faithful, we are able to
conclude that the 2-functorial procedure (described below) which sends categories of room-like structures to
categories of institution-like structures is also 2-fully faithful. As a corollary, any 2-categorical connections
between categories of institution-like objects can be ”pulled-back” to a corresponding construction at the
level of room-like structures. For the purposes of this paper, we shall only be concerned with the particular
case of recovering instutition-level adjunctions in terms of much simpler room-level adjunctions.

The definition of categories of room-like objects is illustrated in terms of three archetypal examples: for
institutions (as usual), for π-institutions (a direct analogous), and for the category of small categories (which
turns out to be an extremal example).

It should also be remarked that the aforementioned procedure comes naturally, and quite generally, in two
variants: one suitable for describingmorphisms between institution-like structures, and one suitable for describing
comorphisms between them.

Before introducing the actual definitions, we outline as follows the background to be considered: as described
in [Diac2], the category of institutions and morphisms can be obtained by means of a standard categorical
construction often referred to as the Grothendieck construction. There, a central role is played by the so-
called category of rooms, denoted by Room: individually, an institution having Sig as its category of signatures
corresponds to a functor Sig ÝÑ Room; on the other hand, (co)morphisms of institutions should also take into
account base-change functors between different categories of signatures. The Grothendieck construction provides
an adequate framework for studying this kind of phenomena. More precisely, given a 1-category C (regarded as
a strict 2-category with trivial 2-cells), the Grothendieck construction, which we shall denote by ´7, associates
to each pseudofunctor F : C ÝÑ CAT a 1-category F 7 together with a structure (projection) functor F 7 ÝÑ C

onto the base category. Most importantly, it constitutes a pseudofunctor

4In [Diac2], this description is used to show that Insmor is a complete category.
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´7 : rC,CATs ÝÑ CAT{C,

where:

• rC,CATs denotes the 2-category of pseudofunctors C ÝÑ CAT, pseudonatural transformations, and mod-
ifications.

• CAT{C denotes the slice 2-category defined in the obvious way.

Our main interest will be the case where C is Cat, the 1-category of categories. We shall also need to consider
the 2-categorical Yoneda (pseudo)functor

Y : C ÝÑ rCop,CATs

c ÞÝÑ Cp´, cq

associated to a (possibly weak) 2-category C, and variations thereof. A pseudofunctor equivalent to one
of the form Cp´, cq is called a representable 2-presheaf. We will be concerned with (restrictions to CAT of)
2-presheaves on a (suitably large) 2-category of categories which are represented by variations of Room. For
instance, Insco is described in [Diac2] as the Grothendieck construction CATp´op,Roomq7 of the Yoneda-like
2-presheaf CATp´op,Roomq on CAT. Our goal in this section will be to provide an alternative description of
the above adjunctions between categories of institution-like structures (such as institutions and π-institutions),
by noticing that (i) it is easy to describe Room-like categories from which other categories of institution-like
structures can be obtained through a similar Yoneda-followed-by-Grothendieck procedure, and (ii) the notion of
adjunction is available for any 2-category, and adjunctions in this sense are preserved by pseudofunctors.

As for categorical prerequisites, we restrict ourselves to providing quick (and mostly ad-hoc) descriptions of
some of the necessary constructions from 2-category theory, including the Grothendieck construction; hence the
reader is strongly encouraged to have a prior basic knowledge on these topics. For that purpose, we refer to
[Diac2] and [nLab] for a brief introduction, and to [Jo] for a more detailed discussion.

The present section does not aim at completeness; instead, it consists in a brief introduction, including
basic constructions a few functioning examples, to the idea of canonically producing new (resp. recovering well-
known) 2-categorical information on categories of institution-like structures in terms of their simpler counterparts:
categories of room-like structures.

3.1 2-categorical preliminaries

We start by fixing some notations and defining the 2-categorical constructions alluded to above. The basic
language of 2-category theory will be freely used. Unless otherwise specified, by a 2-category we mean a strict
2-category. If C is a 1-category, we regard it as a 2-category whenever necessary. We denote by CAT the 2-
category of categories, functors, and natural transformations, and by Cat the 1-category of categories and functors.
Given 2-categories C and D, we denote by rC,Ds the corresponding category of pseudofunctors, pseudonatural
transformations, and modifications. If C is a 2-category, we denote by Cop (resp. Cco, Ccoop) the 2-category
obtained by reversing the 1-cells (resp. 2-cells, both 1-cells and 2-cells). By a contravariant pseudofunctor from
C to D we mean a pseudofunctor Cop ÝÑ D. By a 2-presheaf (resp. category of 2-presheaves) we mean a
pseudofunctor Cop ÝÑ CAT (resp. a 2-category rCop,CATs).

3.1.1 The Grothendieck construction

The Grothendieck construction can be defined in two similar versions: taking as input either a contravariant
CAT-valued pseudofunctor (i.e. a 2-presheaf), or a covariant one.

Definition 1. (Grothendieck construction for contravariant pseudofunctors)

11



Let C be a 1-category. Given a pseudofunctor F : Cop ÝÑ CAT, we define its Grothendieck construction or
Grothendieck category, denoted by F 7, as the 1-category given by the following data:

• Its objects are pairs pc, xq, where c P ObpCq and x P ObpF pcqq.

• An arrow pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq is a pair pf, φq, where f P Cpc, dq and φ P F pcqpx, Ffpyqq.

• The composite of morphisms pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq and pg, ψq : pd, yq ÝÑ pe, zq is defined as

pg ˝ f , αf,gz ˝ F pfqpψq ˝ φq,

where αf,g is the natural isomorphism (associated to F by the definition of a pseudofunctor) F pfq˝F pgq ùñ
F pg ˝ fq. See

x Ffpyq FfpFgpzqq“pFf ˝ Fgqpzq F pg ˝ fqpzq.
φ Ffpψq αf,g

z

The reader will be able to check that composition is associative and that each object possesses an identity
arrow (by using the natural isomorphisms αc : 1F pcq ùñ F pidcq). The category F 7 is canonically endowed with

a (projection) functor F 7 ÝÑ C given by pc, xq ÞÝÑ c and pf, φq ÞÝÑ f .

Now, suppose given a 1-cell in rCop,CATs, i.e. a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G. We define a
functor η7 : F 7 ÝÑ G7 as follows:

• η7ppc, xqq “ pc, ηcpxqq for each pc, xq P ObpF
7q.

• For each pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq in F 7, we define η7ppf, φqq : pc, ηcpxqq ÝÑ pd, ηdpyqq as

pf , γfy ˝ ηcpφqq,

where γf is the natural isomorphism (associated to η by the definition of a pseudonatural transformation)
as in

F pdq Gpdq

F pcq Gpcq.

ηd

F pfq
γf

Gpfq

ηc

See

ηcpxq ηcpF pfqpyqq Gpfqpηdpyqq.
ηcpφq γf

y

The reader will be able to check that η7 is indeed a functor. Also, it is clear that it is compatible with the
projections F 7 ÝÑ C and G7 ÝÑ C, so that we can regard η7 as a 1-cell in the slice 2-category CAT{C.

Finally, suppose given a 2-cell in rCop,CATs, i.e. a modification µ : η ⇛ χ between pseudonatural transfor-
mations η, χ : F ùñ G. We define a natural transformation µ7 : η7 ùñ χ7 as follows: for each pc, xq P ObpF 7q,
we take

µ
7
pc,xq : η

7ppc, xqq “ pc, ηcpxqq ÝÑ χ7ppc, xqq “ pc, χcpxqq

to be pidc, β
c
χcpxq ˝ pµcqxq, where β

c is the natural isomorphism (associated to G by the definition of a pseud-

ofunctor) 1Gpcq ùñ Gpidcq. See
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ηcpxq χcpxq Gpidcqpχcpxqq.
pµcqx βc

χcpxq

The reader will be able to check that µ7 is indeed a natural transformation. Furthermore, it can be verified
that by sending a pseudofunctor F to a category F 7, a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G to a functor
η7 : F 7 ÝÑ G7, and a modification µ : η ⇛ χ to a natural transformation µ7 : η7 ùñ χ7, we have defined a
pseudofunctor

´7 : rCop,CATs ÝÑ CAT{C.

Definition 2. (Grothendieck construction for covariant pseudofunctors)

Let C be a 1-category. Given some pseudofunctor F : C ÝÑ CAT, we define its Grothendieck construction or
Grothendieck category, denoted by F7, as the 1-category given by the following data:

• Its objects are pairs pc, xq, where c P ObpCq and x P ObpF pcqq.

• An arrow pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq is a pair pf, φq, where f P Cpc, dq and φ P F pdqpFfpxq, yq.

• The composite of morphisms pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq and pg, ψq : pd, yq ÝÑ pe, zq is defined as

pg ˝ f , ψ ˝ F pgqpφq ˝ pαf,gx q´1q,

where αf,g is the natural isomorphism (associated to F by the definition of a pseudofunctor) F pfq˝F pgq ùñ
F pg ˝ fq. See

F pg ˝ fqpxq pFg ˝ Ffqpxq “ FgpFfpxqq Fgpyq z.
pαf,g

x q´1
Fgpφq ψ

The reader will be able to check that composition is associative and that each object possesses an identity
arrow (by using the natural isomorphisms αc : 1F pcq ùñ F pidcq). As in the previous definition, F7 has a
canonical projection functor F7 ÝÑ C given by pc, xq ÞÝÑ c and pf, φq ÞÝÑ f . (Here, the reader might recognize
it as what is called in the literature an opfibration, or that it realizes F7 as an opfibered category over C).

Suppose given a 1-cell in rC,CATs, i.e. a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G. We define a functor
η7 : F7 ÝÑ G7 as follows:

• η7ppc, xqq “ pc, ηcpxqq for each pc, xq P ObpF7q.

• For each pf, φq : pc, xq ÝÑ pd, yq in F7, we define η7ppf, φqq : pc, ηcpxqq ÝÑ pd, ηdpyqq as

pf , ηdpφq ˝ pγ
f
x q

´1q,

where γf is the natural isomorphism (associated to η by the definition of a pseudonatural transformation)
as in

F pdq Gpdq

F pcq Gpcq.

ηd

F pfq Gpfq

ηc

γf

See

Gpfqpηcpxqq ηdpF pfqpxqq ηdpyq.
pγf

x q´1
ηdpφq

The reader will be able to check that η7 is indeed a functor. Again, it is clearly compatible with the
projections F7 ÝÑ C and G7 ÝÑ C, so that we can regard η7 as a 1-cell in the slice 2-category CAT{C.
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Suppose given a 2-cell in rC,CATs, i.e. a modification µ : η ⇛ χ between pseudonatural transformations η,
χ : F ùñ G. We define a natural transformation µ7 : η7 ùñ χ7 as follows: for each pc, xq P ObpF7q, we take

pµ7qpc,xq : η7ppc, xqq “ pc, ηcpxqq ÝÑ χ7ppc, xqq “ pc, χcpxqq

to be pidc, pµcqx ˝ pβ
c
ηcpxqq

´1q, where βc is the natural isomorphism (associated to G by the definition of a

pseudofunctor) 1Gpcq ùñ Gpidcq. See

Gpidcqpηcpxqq ηcpxq χcpxq.
pβc

ηcpxqq´1

pµcqx

The reader will be able to check that µ7 is indeed a natural transformation. As before, it can be verified that
by sending a pseudofunctor F to F7, a pseudonatural transformation η : F ùñ G to η7 : F7 ÝÑ G7, and a
modification µ : η ⇛ χ to µ7 : η7 ùñ χ7, we have defined a pseudofunctor

´7 : rC,CATs ÝÑ CAT{C.

3.1.2 Representable pseudofunctors

Let C be a 2-category. For each c P ObpCq, we define a pseudofunctor (in fact, a strict 2-functor) Cp´, cq :
Cop ÝÑ CAT as follows:

• Each d P ObpCq is sent to the hom-category Cpd, cq.

• Each 1-cell f : d ÝÑ e in C is sent to the functor Cpf, cq : Cpe, cq ÝÑ Cpd, cq given by precomposition of
both 1-cells and 2-cells with f .

• Each 2-cell η : f ùñ g between 1-cells f , g : d ÝÑ e is sent to the natural transformation

Cpη, cq : Cpf, cq ùñ Cpg, cq

given by precomposition with η, that is, by associating to each 1-cell h : e ÝÑ c (i.e. object of Cpe, cq) the
2-cell (i.e. morphism of Cpd, cq)

Cpη, cqh “ h ˝ η : h ˝ f ÝÑ h ˝ g.

Next, given a 1-cell p : c ÝÑ c1 in C, we define a pseudonatural transformation (in fact, a strict 2-natural
transformation) Cp´, pq : Cp´, cq ùñ Cp´, c1q as follows:

• To each d P ObpCq we associate the functor (i.e. 1-cell in CAT) Cpd, pq : Cpd, cq ÝÑ Cpd, c1q given by
postcomposition of both 1-cells and 2-cells with f .

• As we are only dealing with strict 2-categories, composition of 1-cells in C is strictly associative, hence we
can fill the square diagrams thus obtained with identity natural transformations.

Given a 2-cell η : p ùñ p1 between p, p1 : c ÝÑ c1, we define a modification Cp´, ηq : Cp´, pq ⇛ Cp´, p1q
by associating to each d P ObpCq the natural transformation Cpd, ηq : Cpd, pq ùñ Cpd, p1q given on each
f P ObpCpd, cqq by Cpd, ηqf “ η ˝ f : p ˝ f ÝÑ p1 ˝ f .

Routine diagram chasing shows that the above constructions define a strict 2-functor C ÝÑ rCop,CATs,
which we denote by YC and call the Yoneda embedding associated to C.

Remark 3.1. The above constructions can be adapted to produce a Yoneda embedding for any weak 2-category
C. In this case, YC will in general only be a (non-strict) pseudofunctor. Also, the term embedding used here may
be misleading in that the 2-categorical statement analogous to the Yoneda lemma, although true, is not nearly
immediate from the above discussion. An elementary but not-so-short proof is given in [Bak1].
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3.1.3 Adjunctions in a 2-category

Definition 3. Let C be a 2-category. An adjunction in C is a quadruple pf, g, η, εq, where:

• f and g are 1-cells in C of the form f : c ÝÑ d, g : d ÝÑ c.

• η and ε are 2-cells of the form η : idc ùñ g ˝ f , ε : f ˝ g ùñ idd.

• These satisfy the identities pεfq ˝ pfηq “ 1f and pgεq ˝ pηgq “ 1g.

We denote the existence of such an adjunction by f % g.

For our purposes, the crucial property of adjunctions in 2-categories is that they are (up to isomorphism)
preserved by any pseudofunctor:

Lemma 4. Let F : C ÝÑ D be a pseudofunctor, and pf, g, η, εq an adjunction in C. Then F induces an
adjunction pF pfq, F pgq, η̄, ε̄q in D.

Proof. Let f : c ÝÑ d, g : d ÝÑ c. Take η̄ : idF pcq ùñ F pgq ˝ F pfq to be the composite

idF pcq
αc

ùñ F pidcq
F pηq
ùñ F pg ˝ fq

pαg,f q´1

ùñ F pgq ˝ F pfq,

where αc and αg,f are the 2-cells associated to F as a pseudofunctor. Analogously, take ε̄ : F pfq ˝ F pgq ùñ
idF pdq to be the composite

F pfq ˝ F pgq
αf,g

ùñ F pf ˝ gq
F pεq
ùñ F piddq

pαdq´1

ùñ idF pdq.

Now, notice that

pε̄F pfqq ˝ pF pfq ˝ η̄q “ pppαdq´1F pεqαf,gqF pfqq ˝ pF pfqppαg,f q´1F pηqαcqq

is given by the following composite of 2-cells:

F pfq
F pfqαc

ùñ F pfq ˝ F pidcq
F pfqF pηq
ùñ F pfq ˝ F pg ˝ fq

F pfqpαg,f q´1

ùñ F pfq ˝ F pgq ˝ F pfq ùñ

αf,gF pfq
ùñ F pf ˝ gq ˝ F pfq

F pεqF pfq
ùñ F piddq ˝ F pfq

pαdq´1F pfq
ùñ F pfq.

On the other hand, the equality pεfq ˝ pfηq “ 1f implies (by functoriality of Cpc, dq ÝÑ DpF pcq, F pdqq)
F pεfq ˝ F pfηq “ 1F pfq. The left-hand side equals the composite of 2-cells

F pfq
F pfηq
ùñ F pf ˝ g ˝ fq

F pεfq
ùñ F pfq,

which (by expanding idF pf˝g˝fq through the coherence laws of F as a pseudofunctor) can be rewritten as

F pfq
F pfηq
ùñ F pf ˝ g ˝ fq

pαf,g˝f q´1

ùñ F pfq ˝ F pg ˝ fq
F pfqpαg,f q´1

ùñ F pfq ˝ F pgq ˝ F pfq ùñ

αf,gF pfq
ùñ F pf ˝ gq ˝ F pfq

αf˝g,f

ùñ F pf ˝ g ˝ fq
F pεfq
ùñ F pfq.
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Again by using the coherence laws of F , it can be shown (as the reader will be able to do in detail) that the
following equalities hold:

pF pfqF pηqq ˝ pF pfqαcq “ pαf,g˝f q´1 ˝ F pfηq : F pfq ùñ F pfq ˝ F pg ˝ fq,

ppαdq´1F pfqq ˝ pF pεqF pfqq “ F pεfq ˝ αf˝g,f : F pf ˝ gq ˝ F pfq ùñ F pfq.

It follows that the two composites of 2-cells above are equal, so that pε̄F pfqq ˝ pF pfq ˝ η̄q “ 1F pfq, which is
the first desired identity. The second one can be shown analogously.

3.2 Generalized categories of institution-like structures

[Diac2] describes a procedure to recover Insmor as a Grothendieck category. It is done by introducing the
so-called category of rooms, denoted by Room (see below), so that Insmor is canonically equivalent (isomorphic,
in fact) to CATpp´qop,Roomq7. Before recalling this construction, it will be convenient to define (or better,
to fix notation for) a general notion of Room-like category which can be applied to produce other categories of
institution-like objects.

Definition 5.

Let C be a 1-category. We say that a 1-category R is a category of rooms for C if there exists an equivalence
of categories C » CATp´op, Rq7, where the right-hand side denotes the category obtained as in

CAT
“
CATop,CAT1

‰ “
Catop,CAT1

‰
CAT1{Cat

P P P P

R CATp´op, Rq CATp´op, Rq CATp´op, Rq,7

where we denote by CAT1 a 2-category of categories defined in a Grothendieck universe larger than that of
CAT. As discussed in the previous subsection, both the Yoneda embedding for 2-categories and the Grothendieck
construction are pseudofunctorial. It is then immediate that the above construction gives rise to a pseudofunctor
(in fact, a strict 2-functor)

CAT ÝÑ CAT1{Cat

R ÞÝÑ CATp´op, Rq7.

It will be denoted by ins and called institutional realization.

It often happens that the right Grothendieck construction to be used is that from Definition 2, for covariant
pseudofunctors. We say that R is a category of co-rooms for C if there exists an equivalence of categories
C » pCATp´op, Rq7q

op. See

CAT
“
CATop,CAT1

‰ “
Catop,CAT1

‰
CAT1{Catop CAT1co{Cat

P P P P P

R CATp´op, Rq CATp´op, Rq CATp´op, Rq7 pCATp´op, Rq7q.
op

Once again, we obtain a pseudofunctor (in fact, a strict 2-functor)
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CAT ÝÑ CAT1co{Cat

R ÞÝÑ pCATp´op, Rq7q
op,

which we denote by coins and call institutional co-realization.

Remark 3.2. It is clear that CAT plays no distinguished role in this construction besides being a 2-category.
The inner op as in CATp´op, Rq and pCATp´op, Rq7q

op corresponds (see Example 6) to the fact that we wish the
functors sending signatures to categories of models to be contravariant. The outer op as in pCATp´op, Rq7q

op (as
well as its absence from CATp´op, Rq) corresponds to the fact that we wish any morphism between institution-
like objects to have the same direction as its corresponding functor between signature categories. The co as in
CAT1co{Cat is due to the fact that the pseudofunctor taking a category to its opposite reverses the direction
of natural transformations, but not of functors. Since left-right adjunctions in CAT1 correspond to right-left
adjunctions in CAT1co, Lemma 4 implies that coins sends left-right adjunctions in CAT to right-left adjunctions
in CAT1co{Cat.

We list below some examples of room categories for some categories of institution-like objects. Proofs will
not be given, but the reader will be able to provide them without difficulty.

Example 6. (Room, a room category for Insmor and Insco)

Define a category Room as follows:

• Its objects are triples xS,M, pRmqmPObpMqy, where S is a set, M is a category, and, for each m P ObpMq,
Rm : S Ñ 2 “ t0, 1u is a function.

• A morphism xS,M, pRmqmPObpMqy
pσ,µq
ÝÝÝÑ xS1,M 1, pR1

m1qm1PObpM 1qy consists of a function σ : S1 Ñ S and a
functor µ :M ÑM 1 such that R1

µmpsq “ Rmσpsq for every m P ObpMq and s P ObpSq.

• Composition is given by pσ1, µ1q ˝ pσ, µq “ pσ ˝ σ1, µ1 ˝ µq.

It is clear that Room is indeed a category. Then, in the terminology introduced above, we have

Insmor – inspRoomq,

Insco – coinspRoomq.

Both projections inspRoomq ÝÑ Cat and coinspRoomq ÝÑ Cat recover the underlying category of signatures
of an institution. For more on this example, we refer the reader to [Diac2].

Example 7. (πRoom, a room category for πInsmor and πInsco)

Define a category πRoom as follows:

• Its objects are pairs xS,Cy, where S is a set and C : 2S ÝÑ 2S is a closure operator (we give 2S – PpSq
the canonical ordering).

• A morphism xS,Cy
σ
ÝÑ xS1, C 1y consists of a function σ : S1 ÝÑ S such that σ˚ ˝ C “ C 1 ˝ σ˚, where

σ˚ : 2S ÝÑ 2S
1

is the function given by pulling back along σ (or by taking preimages).

• Composition is given by σ1 ˝πRoom σ “ σ ˝Set σ
1.
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It is clear that πRoom is indeed a category. It is easily shown that

πInsmor – inspπRoomq,

πInsco – coinspπRoomq.

Both projections inspπRoomq ÝÑ Cat and coinspπRoomq ÝÑ Cat recover the underlying category of signa-
tures of a π-institution.

Example 8. (The terminal category, a room category for Cat)

Let 1 “ t˚u denote the terminal category. It is immediate that both insp1q and coinsp1q are canonically
isomorphic to Cat via the projections provided by the Grothendieck construction.

Example 9. (Institution-like structures versus diagrams)

ins and coins are essentially the same, respectively, as the constructions of categories of diagrams Diacmor
and Diagco given (in an ad hoc way) in Section 2. Indeed, for any category C there are canonical isomorphisms
of categories

inspCq – DiagmorpC
opq,

coinspCq – DiagcopC
opq,

both given on objects by sending a pair pA, F : AÑ Cq to pA, F op : AÑ Copq.

Moreover, for each C we have an isomorphism

DiagmorpCq – DiagcopC
opq

also given by sending a pair pA, F : A Ñ Cq to pA, F op : A Ñ Copq. It then follows that for each C we have a
sequence of isomorphisms

inspCq – DiagmorpC
opq – DiagcopCq – coinspCopq.

An immediate corollary of this is:

• Roomop (resp. πRoomop) is a category of rooms for Insco (resp. πInsco).

• Roomop (resp. πRoomop) is a category of co-rooms for Insmor (resp. πInsmor).

Although the constructions of categories of diagrams and of institutional realizations are equally expressive,
ins and coins fit better into the institutional framework, while Diagmor and Diacco would be more natural from
a general categorical point of view.

3.3 Recovering adjunctions between categories of (π-)institutions

Lemma 4 ensures us that ins preserves adjunctions, and that coins reverses adjunctions. As a result, the
adjunctions between categories of institution-like objects described in the previous sections can be given a simple
and uniform treatment as images under ins or coins of certain adjunctions between the room categories attributed
to them in the previous subsection.

Example 10. (Insmor and πInsmor)

Define functors F : Room ÝÑ πRoom and G : πRoom ÝÑ Room as follows:

• For each object r “ xS,M, pRmqmPObpMqy of Room, we define F prq as xS,Cry, where Cr : PpSq ÝÑPpSq
is given by sending each S1 Ă S to

ts P S such that Rmpsq “ 1 for every m P ObpMq such that RmpS
1q “ t1uu.

A morphism xS,M, pRmqmPObpMqy
pσ,µq
ÝÝÝÑ xS1,M 1, pR1

m1qm1PObpM 1qy is sent to σ.
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• For each object r“xS,Cy of πRoom, we define G prq as xS,PpSq, pχmqmPObpPpSqqy, where PpSq is given
the structure of a co-discrete category, and for each m Ă S, χm : S ÝÑ 2 is the characteristic function of
m.

A morphism xS,Cy
σ
ÝÑ xS1, C 1y is sent to pσ, σ˚q, where σ˚ : PpSq ÝÑ PpS1q is the functor between

co-discrete categories given on objects by taking preimages.

One can then easily describe an adjunction G % F and show that G is fully faithful (hence it realizes πRoom
as a coreflective subcategory of Room). It follows from Lemma 4, and from the fact that pseudofunctors preserve
isomorphisms between 1-cells, that the functors

inspF q : inspRoomq – Insmor ÝÑ inspπRoomq – πInsmor,

inspG q : inspπRoomq – πInsmor ÝÑ inspRoomq – Insmor

satisfy inspG q % inspF q, and that inspG q realizes inspπRoomq (resp. πInsmor) as a coreflective subcategory
of inspRoomq (resp. Insmor).

Example 11. (Insco and πInsco)

Let F and G be as in the previous example. The same argument shows that the functors

coinspF q : coinspRoomq – Insco ÝÑ coinspπRoomq – πInsco,

coinspG q : coinspπRoomq – πInsco ÝÑ coinspRoomq – Insco

satisfy coinspF q % coinspG q, and that coinspG q realizes coinspπRoomq (resp. πInsco) as a reflective
subcategory of coinspRoomq (resp. Insco).

Example 12. (Categories of (π-)institutions and Cat)

We leave to the reader the exercise of defining adjoints (left, right, or both) to the terminal functors RoomÑ 1
and πRoom Ñ 1 using the methods described here, in order to produce several canonical adjunctions between
Cat and categories of (π-)institutions.

Example 13. (Categories of (π-)institutions and categories of diagrams)

Any adjunction of the form

Room Cop

R

L

%

induces two adjunctions: one between Insmor “ inspRoomq and inspCopq – DiagmorpCq, and one between
Insco “ coinspRoomq and coinspCopq – DiagcopCq. Analogously, an adjunction of the form

Room C

R

L

%

induces an adjunction between Insmor “ inspRoomq and inspCq – DiagcopCq, and another one between Insco “
coinspRoomq and coinspCq – DiagmorpCq. Analogously for πRoom (or any category whatsoever) in place of
Room, and for R % L in place of L % R.
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4 Propositional logics and (π-)institutions

In this section, we present several different ways of connecting abstract propositional logics to institutions
and π-institutions.

In subsection 4.1 we have described the π-institutions associated to categories of abstract propositional logics
and some forms of translation morphisms, as developed in [MaPi1]. This naturally lead us to search an analogous
“model-theoretical” version of it that is different from the canonical one i.e., that obtained by applying the functor
G : πInsco Ñ Insco (see subsections 1.3 and 2.1). This is achieved in section 4.2, based on the development
made in the section 3.1 of [MaPi3]: we provide (another) institutions for each category of propositional logics,
through the use of the notion of a matrix for a propositional logic. It should be mentioned that the use of
institutional-theoretic devices are useful for establishing an abstract Glivenko’s theorem for algebraizable logics
regardless of their particular signatures associated (see [MaPi3]).

In [AMP1] was introduced the concept of (finitary) filter pair, that can be seem as a categorial presentation
of a propositional logic, in fact the category of logics is isomorphic to a coreflective subcategory of the category of
filter pairs. In the subsection 4.3 we present a functor FiÑ Insmor, from the category of filter pairs, Fi, to the
category of all institutions and morphisms, Insmor. This is qualitatively different connection from the obtained
in subsections 4.1 and 4.2 between propositional logic and (π-)institution. From the adjunctions between the
categories of logics and of filter pairs, L ⇆ Fi, and the adjunction between the categories of institutions and of π-
institutions, π´ Insmor ⇆ Insmor, we obtain directly functors: FiÑ π´ Insmor, LÑ Insmor, LÑ π´ Insmor.
We finish this section with some remarks, indicating some generalizations concerning the use of multialgebras (a
concept that will appear again in Section 5) in the setting of abstract propositional logic, including a natural
generalization of the notion of filter pairs.

4.1 A π-institution for the abstract propositional logics

Here we describe the π-institutions associated to categories of abstract propositional logics and some forms
of translation morphisms, as developed in [MaPi1].

In [AFLM], [FC] and [MaMe] are considered some categories of propositional logics, namely Ls and Lf ,
where:

• the objects are of the form l “ pΣ,$q, where Σ “ pΣnqnPN is finitary signature, FormpΣq “ FmΣpXq is
the absolutely free Σ-algebra of formulas on a fixed enumerable set of variables X and $Ď P pFormpΣqq ˆ
FormpΣq is a tarskian consequence operator;

• the morphisms f : pΣ,$q Ñ pΣ1,$1q are of the form f : ΣÑ Σ1 with the former category having “strict” (n-
ary symbol to n-ary symbol) morphisms and the latter “flexible” (n-ary symbol to n-ary term) morphisms.

To the category Lf is associated an π-institution Jf in the following way:

• Sigf :“ Lf ;

• Senf : Sigf Ñ Set is given by pg : pΣ,$q Ñ pΣ1,$qq ÞÑ pĝ : FormpΣq Ñ FormpΣ1qq, where ĝ is the usual
expansion to formulas;

• For each l “ pΣ,$q P |Sigf | and Γ Ď FormpΣq, we define ClpΓq :“ tφ P FormpΣq : Γ $l φu.

An analogous process is used to form Js from Ls.

In [MaMe], the “inclusion” functor p`qL : Ls Ñ Lf induces a comorphism (and also a morphism) on the
associated π-institutions p`q :“ pp`qL, α

`q : Js Ñ Jf , where, for each l “ pΣ,$q P Sigs “ Ls, α
`plq “

IdFormpΣq : FormpΣq Ñ FormpΣq. The paper also presents a right adjoint p´qL : Lf Ñ Ls to the “inclusion”
functor. Essentially this fuctor sends a signature Σ to its derived one p´qLΣ :“ pFormpΣqrnsqnPN . We have
also a comorphism of π-institutions associated to this functor. Notice that given some logic l “ pΣ,$q, we have
Sensp´qLplq “ Formpp´qLΣq “ FormpΣq. So the fuctor p´qL induces a comorphism pp´qL, α

´q where α´ is
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the identity between formulas. It will be interesting understand the role of these adjoint pair of functors between
the logical categories (Lf ,Ls) at the π-institutional level (Jf , Js).

4.2 An institution for the abstract propositional logics

We now present an alternative institutionalization of propositional logic. This assignment is used in [MaPi3]
to establish an abstract Glivenko’s theorem for algebraizable logics.

Let l “ pΣ,$q be a logic and M P Σ´Str. A subset F of M is a l-filter is for every ΓYtϕu Ď FormpΣq such
that Γ $ ϕ and every valuation v : FormpΣq Ñ A, if vrΓs Ď F then vpϕq P F . The pair xM,F y is then said to
be a matrix model of l. The class of all matrix model of l is denoted by Matrl.This class is the class of objects
of a category, also denoted by Matrl: a morphism h : xM,F y Ñ xM 1, F 1y is a Σ-homomorphism h : M Ñ M 1

such that h´1rF 1s “ F ; composition and identities are inherited from Σ´ Str.

From to the category of logics Lf (also to Ls), we define:

• Sig :“ Lf , the category of propositional logics l “ pΣ,$q and flexible morphisms.

• Sen : Sig Ñ Set where Senplq “ PpFormpΣqq ˆ FormpΣq and given f P MorSigpl1, l2q then Senpfq :
Senpl1q Ñ Senpl2q is such that SenpfqpxΓ, ϕyq “ xf rΓs, fpϕqy. It is easy to see that Sen is a functor.

• Mod : Sig Ñ Catop where Modplq “ Matrl and given f PMorSigpl1, l2q, Modpfq : Matrl2 ÑMatrl1 such
that ModpfqpxM 1, F 1yq “ xf‹pM 1q, F 1y. Here f‹ : Σ1´str Ñ Σ´str is a functor that “commutes over Set”
induced by the morphism f where the interpretation of connectives are: cf

‹M 1

n :“ fpcnq
M 1

for all cn P Σ
(more details in [MaPi3]).

• Given l “ pΣ,$q P |Sig|, xM,F y P |Modplq| and xΓ, ϕy P Senplq define the relation |ùlĎ |Modplq| ˆ Senplq
as:

xM,F y |ùl xΓ, ϕy iff for all v :FormpΣq ÑM, if vrΓs Ď F, then vpϕq P F.

In [MaPi3], section 3.1, it is proven that this construction defines indeed an institution.

It should be noted that this institution and the π-institution described in the previous subsection, shares
the same Sig (“ Lf ), but are not connected by the canonical relation (adjunction) between institutions and
π-institutions.

4.3 Filter pairs as institutions

The notion of (finitary) filter pair, introduced in [AMP1], can be seem as a categorical presentation of a
propositional logic. Here we recall the precise definition of this notion and associate an institution to the category
of all filter pairs.

Definition 4.1. Let Σ be a signature. A Filter Pair over Σ is a pair pF, iq, consisting of a contravariant
functor F : Σ´str op Ñ CLat, from Σ-structures to complete lattices, and a collection of maps i “ piM : F pMq Ñ
pPpMq,ĎqqMPΣ́ str such that is a natural transformation.

M

f

��

F pMq
iFM // pPpMq;Ďq

N F pNq

F pfq

OO

iFN

// pPpNq;Ďq

f´1

OO

Remark 4.2. Let pF, iq be a filter pair and X be a set. The relation $Ď PpFmΣpXqq ˆ FmΣpXq such that for
any ΓY tϕu Ď FmΣpXq, Γ $ ϕ iff for any a P F pFmΣpXqq if Γ Ď iFmΣpXqpaq then ϕ P iFmΣpXqpaq is a tarskian
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consequence relation. Then we have a propositional logic associated with the filter pair pF, iq such that the set of
variables is X.

Below is the definition of a finitary filter pair so that its associated propositional logic is finitary.

Definition 4.3. Let Σ be a signature. A finitary filter pair over Σ is a filter pair pF, iq which F is a functor
from Σ-structures to algebraic lattices such that for any M P Σ´str, iM preserves arbitrary infima (in particular
iM pJq “M) and directed suprema.

Definition 4.4 (The category of filter pairs). Consider the category Fi defined in the following manner:

• Objects: Filters pairs pF, iF q.

• Morphisms: Let pF, iF q be a filter pair over a signature Σ and pF 1, iF
1

q be a filter pair over a signature
Σ1. A morphism pF, iF q Ñ pF 1, iF

1

q is a pair pH, jq such that H : Σ1´str Ñ Σ´str is a signature functor
and j : F 1 ñ F ˝H is a natural transformation such that given M 1 P ObjpΣ1´strq,

iFHpM 1q ˝ jM 1 “ iF
1

M 1 .

Σ1´str
H //

P

,,

F 1

��

Σ´str

P

rr

F

��
CLat

• Identities: For each signature Σ and each filter pair pF, iF q over Σ, IdpF,iF q :“ pIdΣ́ str, IdF q.

• Composition: Given morphisms pH, jq, pH 1, j1q in Fi.

pH 1, j1q ‚ pH, jq “ pH ˝H 1, j ‚ j1q

Where pj ‚ j1qM2 :“ jH1pM2q ˝ j
1
M2 .

Observe that
iFH˝H1pM2q ˝ ppj ‚ j

1qM2q “ iF
2

M2

Indeed:

iFH˝H1pM2q ˝ ppj ‚ j
1qM2q “ iFH˝H1pM2q ˝ pjH1pM2q ˝ j

1
M2q

“ piFH˝H1pM2q ˝ jH1pM2qq ˝ j
1
M2

“ iF
1

H1pM2q ˝ j
1
M2

“ iF
2

M2

It is straightforward to check that the composition is associative and that identity laws hold.

In [AMP1], a category of finitary filter pairs was defined and regarded as another form of functorially
encoding all finitary propositional logics: in fact, the category of propositional logics and flexible morphisms can
be identified with a coreflective full subcategory of the category of filter pairs.

Fact 4.5.

• For any signature functor H : Σ1 ´ Str Ñ Σ ´ Str, there is a signature morphism mH : Σ Ñ Σ1, such
that mHpcnq “ ηHpXqpcnpx0, ..., xn´1qq, where ηHpXq : FormΣpXq Ñ HpFormΣ‘pXqq (see Lemma 3.17 of
[AMP1]). We consider the functor
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L : Fi Ñ Lf
pG, iGq lG
Ó pH, jq ÞÑ Ó mH

pG1, iG
1

q lG1

• The functor F : LÑ Fi

F : Lf Ñ Fi

l pFil, ιq
h Ó ÞÑ Fphq Ó
l1 pFil1 , ι

1q

where Fphq “ ph‹, j‹q and the natural transformation j‹ : Fil1 ñ Fil ˝ h
‹ is given by a family of inclusions,

i.e., let M 1 P Σ1 ´ str and F 1 P Fil1pM
1q, then j‹

M 1pF 1q :“ F 1.

• The functor F : L Ñ Fi is full, faithful, injective on the objects and is left adjoint to the functor L. By a
well known result of category theory, the unity of this adjunction is an isomorphism. Moreover it is easy to
see that the components of the natural transformation that is the unity of this adjunction is given, for each
logic l P ObjpLf q, by the identity idl : lÑ L ˝ Fplq “ l.

The components of the counit of this adjunction is given by, for each signature Σ and each filter pair pG, iGq
over Σ:

pIdΣ´Str , j
Gq : pFilG , ιq Ñ pG, iGq

where jGM : GpMq Ñ FilGpMq is the unique factorization of iGM : GpMq Ñ ℘pMq through ιM : FilGpMq ãÑ
P pMq. Thus for each logic l1, jG induces by composition a (natural) bijection:

FipFpl1q, pG, iGqq – Lf pl
1,LpG, iGqq.

• The same constructions of the above functors provide a more general adjunction relating the category of
filter pairs and propositional logics which are non-finitary.

Proposition 4.6. Every filter pair pF, iq over a signature Σ determines an institution IpF,iq where:

• SigI “ Σ´str;

• pSigI
SenIÝÝÝÑ Setq = pΣ´str

forgetful
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Setq;

• pSigopI
ModIÝÝÝÝÑ CATq “ pΣ´strop

F
ÝÑ CLat  CATq;

• for each M P ObpSigIq “ ObpΣ´strq, define |ùMĎ ObpModIpMqq ˆ SenIpMq “ F pMq ˆ |M | as:

t |ùM m iff m P iM ptq

Moreover, when iM preserves arbitrary infima, the π-institution PpF,iq cannonically associated to IpF,iq is such
that for each M P ObpSigIq “ ObpΣ´strq, CM : P pSenIq Ñ P pSenIq is given by

pX Ď |M |q ÞÑ iM ptXq,

where tX :“
Ź
tt P F pMq : X Ď iM ptqu

Proof: SigI , SenI and ModI associated with a filter pair pF, iq are well defined. It remains to prove the
compatibility condition. Let h :M ÑM 1 be a morphism in SigI “ Σ´str and a P F pM 1q such that a |ùM 1 hpmq.
So hpmq P iM 1paq and since i is a natural transformation we have m P h´1 ˝ iM 1paq “ iM ˝ F phqpaq. Then
F phqpaq |ùM m.

The associated π-instituion takesX Ď P pUpMqq into iM pTXq “ iM p
Ź
tT P F pMq : X Ď iM pT qu “

Ş
tiM pT q :

X Ď iM pT qu
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Proposition 4.7. (Every morphism of filter pair induces a institution morphism.) Given morphism

pF, iq
pH,jq
ÝÝÝÑ pF 1, i1q then IpF,iq

pH,Id,jq
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ IpF 1,i1q is a institution morphism.

Proof: We just need to prove that pH, Id, jq satisifies the compatibility condition. LetM 1 P Σ1 śtr, m1 P F 1pM 1q
and ϕ P HpM 1q.

m1 |ùM 1 IdM 1ϕ ðñ ϕ P i1M 1pm1q

ðñ ϕ P iHpM 1q ˝ jM 1pm1q

ðñ jM 1pm1q |ùHpM 1q ϕ

The result follows

Using propositions 4.6 and 4.7 we can now define the (contravariant) functor:

Fi Insmor

pF, iq IpF,iq

pF 1, i1q IpF 1,i1q

D

pH,jq pH,Id,jq

Verifying functoriality is straightforward.

Remark 4.8. • From the adjunction Insmor ⇄ π ´ Insmor described in section 2.1, we obtain directly a
functor FiÑ π ´ Insmor.

• From the adjuction Lf ⇄ Fi, recalled in Fact 4.5, we obtain functors Lf Ñ Insmor and Lf Ñ π´ Insmor.

4.4 Generalizations

In this final subsection we provide a kind of generalization of the previous subsections: we explore the extension
of the category of propositional logics by the category of filter pairs to “extend” the (π-)institution of logics to a
(π-)institution of filter pairs; we extend the concept of filter pairs allowing multialgebras as the domain of a filter
pair and thus we extend the functor from filter pairs to the category of institutions to a funtor from the category
of multifilter pairs to institutions.

Remark 4.9. The institution (respec. π-institution) associated to the abstract propositional logics as described
in subsection 4.2 (respec. 4.1) can be “extended”, through the adjunction pF,Lq : Lf ⇄ Fi (see Fact 4.5) to a
institution (respec. π-institution) for the filter pairs (apart from size issues):

• * Sig1 “ Fi;

* Sen1 : Sig Ñ Set is given by ppH, jq : pG, iGq Ñ pG1, iG
1

qq ÞÑ pηHpXq : FmΣpXq Ñ HpFmΣ1pXqqq,
where G : Σ´ Strop Ñ CLat and G1 : Σ1 ´ Strop Ñ CLat;

* For each pG, iGq P |Sig| and Γ Ď FmΣpXq, we define C 1
pG,iGqpΓq :“ tφ P FmΣpXq : Γ $LpG,iGq φu.

Denoting pSig, Sen, pC‚qq the π-institution of propositional logics (subsection 4.1), note that:

* Sen1 ˝ F “ Sen.

* For each pΣ,$q P |Lf |, C
1
FpΣ,$q “ CpΣ,$q.

Thus pF, idSenq is, simultaneously, a morphism and a comorphism of π-institutions pSig, Sen, pC‚qq Ñ
pSig1, Sen1, pC 1

‚qq.
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• * Sig1 “ Fi;

* Sen1 : Sig1 Ñ Set where Sen1pG, iGq “ PpFmΣpXqqˆFmΣpXq and given pH, jq PMorSig1 ppG, iGq, pG1, iG
1

qq

then SenpH, jq : SenpG, iGq Ñ SenpG1, iG
1

q is such that SenpH, jqpxΓ, ϕyq “ xηHpXqrΓs, ηHpXqpϕqy.

* Mod1 : Sig1 Ñ Catop where Mod1pG, iGq “ MatrLpG,iGq and given pH, jq P MorSig1 ppG, iGq, pG1, iG
1

qq,
Mod1pH, jq :Matr

LpG1,iG
1 q ÑMatrLpG,iGq such that Mod1pH, jqpxM 1, F 1yq “ xHpM 1q, F 1y.

* Given pG, iGqq P |Sig1|, xM,F y P |Mod1pG, iGq| and xΓ, ϕy P Sen1pG, iGq define the relation |ù1
pG,iGqĎ

|Mod1pG, iGq| ˆ Sen1pG, iGq as:

xM,F y |ù1
pG,iGq xΓ, ϕy iff for all FmΣpXq

v
ÝÑM, vpϕq P F for vrΓs Ď F

Denoting pSig, Sen,Mod, p|ù‚qq the institution of propositional logics (subsection 4.2), note that:

* Sen1 ˝ F “ Sen.

* Mod1 ˝ F “Mod

* For each l “ pΣ,$q P |Lf |, each xΓ, ϕy P Senplq and each xM,F y P |Modplq|

xM,F y |ù1
Fplq xΓ, ϕy iff xM,F y |ùl xΓ, ϕy.

Thus pF, idSen, idModq is, simultaneously, a morphism and a comorphism of institutions pSig, Sen,Mod, p|ù‚

qq Ñ pSig1, Sen1,Mod1, p|ù1
‚qq.

The institution obtained above can be extended to the case of multialgebras and that this also extends the
institution for N-matrix semantics to propositional logic ([AZ]) allowing us to use the institution theory in order
to analyze logical properties of non-algebraizable logics. Moreover, another work in progress, we are trying, using
filter pairs, to establish a multialgebraic semantics for propositional logics that are not algebraizable, for example
Logic of Formal Inconsistency (LFI’s) ([CCM]), and possibly to obtain a kind of transfer theorem between
metalogical and multialgebraic properties.

Remark 4.10 (Multialgebras).

• A n-ary multioperation on a set A is a function F : An Ñ P˚pAq, where P˚pAq “ AztHu. To each ordinary
n-ary multioperation on A, f : An Ñ A is associated a (strict) n-ary operation on A : F : An Ñ P˚pAq
given by F :“ sA ˝ f , where sA : AÑ P˚pAq, x ÞÑ sApxq “ txu.

• A multialgebraic signature is a sequence of pairwise disjoint sets Σ “ pΣnqnPN, where Σn “ Sn\Mn, where
Sn is the set of strict multioperation symbols and Mn is the set of multioperation symbols. In particular,
Σ0 “ S0 \M0, F0 is the set of symbols for constants and M0 is the set of symbols for multiconstants. We
also denote Σ “ ppSnqně0, pMnqně0q.

• A multialgebra over a signature Σ “ ppSnqně0, pMnqně0q, is a set A endowed with a family of n-ary multi-
operations

σAn : An Ñ P˚pAq, σn P Sn \Mn, n P N,

such that: if σn P Sn, then σ
A
n : An Ñ P˚pAq is a strict n-ary multioperation.

• If A and B are Σ-multialgebras, then a Σ-morphism from A to B is a function h : A Ñ B such that for
each n P N, each σn P Sn \Mn and each a0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an´1 P A

hrσApa0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an´1qs Ď σBphpa0q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , hpan´1qq.

• Σ-morphisms between Σ-multialgebras can be composed in a natural way and they form a category Σ-Malg.
It is clear that Σ-alg, the category of ordinary Σ-algebras is isomorphic to the a full subcategory of strict
Σ-multialgebras. s : Σ´Alg ãÑ Σ´Malg.

• Every algebraic signature Σ “ pFnqnPN is a multialgebraic signature where Mn “ H,@n P N. Each algebra

pA, ppAn
fA

Ñ AqfPFn
qnPNq over the algebraic signature Σ can be naturally identified with a multialgebra

pA, ppAn
fA

Ñ A
sA
 P˚pAqqfPFn

qnPNq over the same signature.
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• Every multialgebraic signature Σ “ ppSnqnPN, pMnqnPNq induces naturally a first-order language LpΣq “
ppFnqnPN, pRn`1qnPNq where Fn :“ Sn is the set of n-ary operation symbols and Rn`1 :“ Mn is the set

of (n+1)-ary relation symbols. In this way, multialgebras pA, ppAn
σA

Ñ P˚pAqqσPSn\Mn
qnPNq over a multi-

algebraic signature Σ “ pSn \MnqnPN can be naturally identified with the first-order structures over the
language LpΣq that satisfies the LpΣq-sentences:

@x0 ¨ ¨ ¨ @xn´1Dxnpσnpx0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xn´1, xnqq, for each σn P Rn`1 “Mn, n P N.
5

• Now we focus our attention into a more syntactic aspect of this multialgebras theory. We start with a
(recursive) definition of (multi)terms: variables xi, i P N are terms; if t0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tn´1 are terms and σ P
Sn \Mn, then σpt0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tn´1q is a term.

• To define an interpretation for terms, we need a preliminary step. Given σ P Sn \ Mn, we “extend”
σA : An Ñ P˚pAq to a n-ary operation in P˚pAq, σP˚pAq : P˚pAqn Ñ P˚pAq, by the rule:

σP˚pAqpA0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , An´1q :“
ď

a0PA0

¨ ¨ ¨
ď

an´1PAn´1

σApa0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an´1q.

In this way, P˚pAq is an ordinary Σ-algebra. Moreover

σP˚pAqpta0u, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tan´1uq “ σApa0, ¨ ¨ ¨ , an´1q.

• The association above determines a functor p : Σ ´Malg Ñ Σ ´ alg and, the family of singleton maps
sA : AÑ ps ˝ pqpAq, A P |Σ´Malg|, is a natural transformation.

Remark 4.11 (Multifilter pairs and institutions).

• It is straightfoward to extend the notion of filter pair pG, iGq, where the domain of the functor G is the
category Σ ´ alg to the concept of multifilter pair, where the domain of the functor G is the category
Σ ´Malg. With a natural notion of morphism of mult-filter pair we obtain a category mFi of multifilter
pairs.

• The previously described functors s : Σ ´ alg Ñ Σ ´Malg and p : Σ ´Malg Ñ Σ ´ alg provide a pair of
functors Fi⇄ mFi.

• The functor FiÑ Insmor can be extended to a funtor mFiÑ Insmor.

We summarize below some of the functors previously presented.

π ´ Instmor

��
Lf //

%%▲▲
▲▲

▲▲
▲▲

▲▲
▲ Instmor

OO

Fi

ee▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲

OO

//
mFioo

ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼

5 Skolemization, a new institutional device

Skolemization is an important tool of classical model theory, this section seeks to develop it in the context of
institutions. We also prove a borrowing theorem and apply it to obtain a form of downward Löwenheim-Skolem
for the setting of multialgebras.

Given an institution I, we say that xI, S, pIΣqΣP|Sig|, pτΣqΣP|Sig|y is an skolemization for I iff:

5We will address this correspondence in Example 5.2.
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• S is a functor of the form

pModq7 pModPresq7

xΣ,My xpΣS , SΣq,MSΣy

xΣ1, Ny xpΣ1
S , SΣ1q, NSΣ1y

S

xf,uy xg,vy

Where 7 denotes the Grothendieck construction. We refer to S as the skolem functor.

• For each Σ P |Sig|, Σ
τΣÝÑ ΣS is an arrow in Sig satisfying MSΣ ↾τΣ“ M for all M P |ModpΣq|. Given

M PModpΣq we say that M 1 PModpΣSq is a skolemization of M if M 1 ↾τΣ“M and M 1 |ùΣS
SΣ

• For each signature Σ, IΣ is an inclusion system in ModpΣSq such that, if the ΣS-models M 1 and N 1 are
skolemizations of M and N respectively and M 1

ãÑ N 1 then M‹ “ N‹. 6

Example 5.1. FOL1

Let FOL1 stand for the institution of unsorted first order logic and consider the functor:

pModq7 pModPresq7

xΣ,My xpΣS , SΣq,MSΣy

xΣ1, Ny xpΣ1
S , SΣ1q, NSΣ1y

Skolem

xf,uy xf 1,uy

Where ΣS and SΣ are, respectively, the skolem expansion and theory of Σ and MSΣ is any skolemization of M
with the same underlying set. Let FΣ

ψ be the skolem function of the Σ-formula ψ and define f 1 as follows: if x P Σ

simply let f 1pxq “ fpxq, else we have x “ FΣ
ψ for some ψ in SenpΣq and then we let f 1pxq “ FΣ

1

Sen fpψq.

For each first order signature Σ, let IΣ be the usual inclusion system on ModFOL
1

pΣq and define τΣ : ΣÑ ΣS
as τΣpxq “ x. It is easy to see that

xFOL1, Skolem, pIΣqΣP|SigFOL1 |, pτΣqΣP|SigFOL1 |y

is a skolemization for FOL1.

Theorem 14. Let I institution with skolemization xI, S, pIΣqΣP|SigI |, pτΣqΣP|SigI |y. Given an institution J and a
morphism xφ, α, βy : J Ñ I if:

• φ is fully faithful,

• For each Σi P |Sig
I | there is some Σj P |Sig

J | such that φpΣjq – pφΣiqS in SigI. Let iΣi
: pΣjq Ñ pΣiqS

denote the isomorphism arrow,

• Each βΣ is an isomorphism, and

• Each αΣ is semantically surjective, that is, for every ϕ P SenJpΣq there is some ψ P αΣrSen
IpφΣqs such

that ϕ‹ “ ψ‹.

Then xJ, S1, pI 1
ΣqΣP|SigJ |, pτ

1
Σ
qΣP|SigJ |y has a skolemization where

• If IφΣ “ xI, Ey then I 1
Σ “ xI

1, E1y where I 1 and E1 are the images of β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣ restricted to I and E
respectively,

6Given M P |ModpΣq|, define M‹ :“ tϕ P SenpΣq : M |ùΣ ϕu
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• For each Σ, τ 1
Σ
is the unique arrow satisfying φpτ 1

Σ
q “ i´1

φΣ ¨ τφΣ.

Proof: Consider the application

m : pModJq7 pModIφq7

xΣ,My xφpΣq, βΣpMqy

xΣ1, Ny xφpΣ1q, βΣ1pNqy

xf,uy xφpfq,βΣpuqy

Let us prove that m is a functor. Given arrows xΣ,My
xf,uy
ÝÝÝÑ xΣ1, Ny

xg,vy
ÝÝÝÑ xΣ2,W y in pModJ q7 we have:

mpxg, vy ¨ xf, uyq “ mpxgf,ModJfv ¨ uyq

“ xφpgfq, βΣpModJfv ¨ uqy

“ xφpgq ¨ φpfq, pβΣModJfqpvq ¨ βΣpuqy

“ xφpgq ¨ φpfq, pModIφpfqβΣ1 qpvq ¨ βΣpuqy

mpxg, vyq ¨mpxf, uyq “ xφpgq, βΣ1pvqy ¨ xφpfq, βΣpuqy

As m clearly satisfies the identity laws we have that m is well defined.

Consider now the functors pModIφq7
J

ãÝÑ pModIq7
S
ÝÑ pModPres

I

q7. Composing:

pModJ q7 pModPres
I

q7

xΣ,My xppφΣqS , SφΣq, pβΣpMqqSφΣy

xΣ1, Ny xppφΣ1qS , SφΣ1q, pβΣ1pNqqSφΣ
y

SJm

xf,uy xψ,vy

We now have what we need to define a functor S1 : pModJq7 Ñ pModPres
J

q7. Given xΣ,My P |pModJ q7|, let

S1pxΣ,Myq :“ xpqΣ, SqΣq,MqΣy where:

•
qΣ is an object in SigJ such that there is an isomorphism iφΣ : φpqΣq „

ÝÑ pφΣqS in SigI

• SqΣ :“ αqΣpSen
I i´1

φΣpSφΣqq

•
|M :“ β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣppβΣqSφΣq

And, given an arrow xf, uy in pModJ q7, let S1pxf, uyq :“ x qψ, qvy, where:

• φp qψq is the lone arrow that makes the below square commute

pφΣqS
ψ //

–
��

pφΣ1qS

–
��

φpqΣq
φp qψq

//❴❴❴ φp qΣ1q
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• qv :“ β´1

qΣ pModI iφΣpvqq

First, let us prove that S1pxf, uyq is a morphism in pModPres
J

q7.

SenIψpSφΣq Ď SφΣ1

α|Σ1pSen
I i´1

φΣ1pSen
IψpSφΣqq Ď α|Σ1pSen

Ii´1

φΣ1pSφΣ1qq

As α|Σ1 ¨Sen
Ii´1

φΣ1 ¨SenIψ “ α|Σ1 ¨Sen
Iφ qψ ¨SenI i´1

φΣ “ SenJ qψ ¨αqΣ ¨Sen
I i´1

φΣ it follows that SenJ qψpSqΣq Ď S|Σ1 .

Now, we prove that S1 is functorial. It is clear that S1x1Σ, 1My “ x1qΣ, 1|My “ 1S1xΣ,My and, given a pair of
arrows

xppφΣqS , SφΣq, pβΣMqSφΣy
xψ1,wy
ÝÝÝÝÑ xppφpΣ1qqS , SφpΣ1qq, pβ

1
ΣNqSφpΣ1qy

and

xppφpΣ1qqS , SφpΣ1qq, pβ
1
ΣNqSφpΣ1qy

xψ2,yy
ÝÝÝÝÑ xppφpΣ2qqS , SφpΣ2qq, pβ

2
ΣW qSφpΣ2qy

We have:

pφΣqS pφΣ1qS pφΣ2qS

φpqΣq φp qΣ1q φp|Σ2q

–

ψ1 ψ2

– –

φp |ψ1q φp |ψ2q

Notice that, by definition, φp ψ2 ¨ ψ1q is the unique arrow that makes the outer rectangle commute. It follows

that φp ψ2 ¨ ψ1q “ φp|ψ2q ¨ φp|ψ1q and so, by faithfulness, ψ2 ¨ ψ1 “ |ψ2 ¨ |ψ1.

Moreover, let ‚ and ˝ stand for the composition of the second coordinate in, respectively, pModJ q7 and

pModPres
J

q7. We then have:

qw ˝ qy “ModJ|ψ1β
´1

|Σ1
ModI iφΣpwq ¨ β

´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpyq

“ β´1

qΣ ModIφ|ψ1ModI iφΣ1pwq ¨ β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpyq

“ β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣModJψ1pwq ¨ β
´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpyq

~w ‚ y “ β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpModJψ1pwq ¨ yq

We now have a functor S1 : pModJ q7 Ñ pModPres
J

q7. Finally, let us prove that S1 indeed forms a skolemization.

First, notice that i´1

φΣ ¨τφΣ P Sig
IpφΣ, φqΣq. Define then τ 1

Σ
as the arrow in SigJpΣ, qΣq satisfying φpqτ q “ i´1

φΣ ¨τ .

Given some M P |ModJΣ| we have:

|M ↾qτ “ModJqτ ¨ β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣppβΣpMqqSφΣq

“ β´1

Σ
pModIφqτModI iφΣppβΣpMqqSφΣqq

“ β´1

Σ
pModIτppβΣpMqqSφΣq

M “ β´1

Σ
pβΣpMqq

Now given IφΣ “ xU , Ey we define I 1
Σ “ xU

1, E1y as:

• For any object i in U , β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpiq is an object of U 1

For any arrow a in U , β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpaq is an arrow of U 1
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• For any object e in E, β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpeq is an object of E1

For any arrow b in E, β´1

qΣ ModI iφΣpbq is an arrow of E1

Routine calculations show I 1
Σ is an inclusion system in ModJ qΣ.

Finally, suppose that the qΣ-modelsM 1 and N 1 are skolemizations of, respectively, the Σ-modelsM and N and
that M 1

ãÝÑ N 1. Clearly then pβqΣpM
1qq ↾

i
´1

φΣ

ãÝÑ pβqΣpN
1qq ↾

i
´1

φΣ

. Moreover, using structurality and the morphism

compatibility condition we have that:

M 1 |ùqΣ SqΣ ðñ M 1 |ù αqΣpSen
I i´1

φΣpSφΣqq ðñ ModI i´1

φΣβqΣpM
1q |ùpφΣqS SφΣ

It follows then that

ppβqΣpM
1qq ↾

i
´1

φΣ
¨τ q

‹ “ ppβqΣpN
1qq ↾

i
´1

φΣ
¨τ q

‹

Or equivalently,

ppβqΣpM
1qq ↾

i
´1

φqτ
q‹ “ ppβqΣpN

1qq ↾
i

´1

φqτ
q‹

By naturality,

pβΣpModIqτ pM 1qqq‹ “ pβΣpModIqτ pN 1qqq‹

Since M 1 and N 1 are skolemizations, we have that M 1 ↾qτ“M and N 1 ↾qτ“ N . Now notice that

M |ù αΣpϕq ðñ βΣpMq |ù ϕ ðñ βΣpNq |ù ϕ ðñ N |ù αΣpϕq

As αΣ is semantically surjective the result follows.

As an illustration of the previous theorem we present the following:

Example 5.2. (Multialgebras have the Downward Löwenheim-Skolem property)
We now describe MA—the institution of (unsorted) multialgebras7. As signatures we simply use (unsorted) first
order signatures. The intuition here is that function symbols are to be interpreted as functions and relations as
multioperations.
Let us describe the syntax. The terms are built in a first order manner with the caveat that relation symbols
can too be used to form terms, that is, functions are allowed to take relations as arguments and we can compose
relations. For the formulas, we have two atoms: t ą t1, interpreted as set inclusion, and t

.
“ t1, interpreted as

(deterministic) equality. The full set of formulas is built by using quantification and Boolean connectives, the
sentences being the formulas without free variables. For the semantics we let the category of models of given
signature be the category of multialgebras of that signature. A more detailed characterization of this institution
can be found in [Lamo].

We can now describe a morphism MA
xφ,α,βy
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ FOL1:

7Here we consider a wide sense of n-ary multioperation on a set A: this is just a function F : An Ñ PpAq, allowing H in the
range.
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• We start by defining the functor

φ : SigMA SigFOL
1

xpFiqiăω , pMiqiăωy xpFiqiăω , pRiqiăωy

xpF 1
iqiăω , pM

1
iqiăωy xpF 1

iqiăω, pR
1
iqiăωy

f f

Where Ri`1 :“ trm : m PMiu. It is easy to see that φ is well defined and fully faithful. Moreover, we have
that the functor is essentially surjective.

• Given Σ P |SigMA| we define αΣ : SenFOL
1

pφΣq Ñ SenMApΣq recursively:

αΣpxiq “ xi

αΣpfpt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tnqq “ fpαΣpt1q ¨ ¨ ¨αΣptnqq

αΣpt « t1q “ αΣptq
.
“ αΣpt

1q

αΣprmpt1 ¨ ¨ ¨ tn`1qq “ mpαΣpt1q ¨ ¨ ¨αΣptnqq ą tn`1

αpA^Bq “ αΣpAq ^ αΣpBq; αΣp Aq “  αΣpAq; αΣpDxipAqq “ DxipαΣpAqq

Elementary induction shows that α is indeed a natural transformation.
Notice that the set αΣrSen

FOL
1

pφΣqs consists of formulas built of terms where there is no composition with
multioperations. The idea we use to show that αΣ is semantically surjective is simple: suppose we have
the formula fpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨mpy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ykq ¨ ¨ ¨xnq

.
“ xn`1 where mpy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ykq happens in the j-th place, we simply

introduce a new variable and restrict its domain, i.e., we consider the formula @xjpmpy1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ykq ą xj ^
fpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xj ¨ ¨ ¨xnqq

.
“ xn`1. Using a similar technique for inclusion8 and proceeding by induction on nested

formulas the proof follows.9

• Given some signature Σ consider the functor

βΣ :ModMApΣq ModFOL
1

pφΣq

xW, pFiqiăω, pMiqiăωy xW, pFiqiăω , pRiqiăωy

xW 1, pF 1
i qiăω , pM

1
iqiăωy xW 1, pF 1

i qiăω, pR
1
iqiăωy

h h

Where rm “ tx1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xi`1 PM
i`1 : xi`1 P mpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xiqu and Ri`1 :“

Ť
mPMi

rm. It is easy to see that βΣ is
well defined and that pβΣqΣP|SigMA | ensemble into a natural transformation. Furthermore simple arguments
show that xφ, α, βy indeed forms an institution morphism.
Finally, we define an inverse for βΣ

ModMApΣq ModFOL
1

pφΣq : β´1

Σ

xW, pFiqiăω, pMiqiăωy xW, pFiqiăω , pRiqiăωy

xW 1, pF 1
i qiăω , pM

1
iqiăωy xW 1, pF 1

i qiăω, pR
1
iqiăωy

h h

Where mrpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xiq :“ txi`1 PW : rpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xi`1qu and Mi :“
Ť
rPRi`1

mr.

8For example, if f and g are function symbols and m is a multioperation, then the formula fpmpxqq ą gpyq is equivalent to
Dzppmpxq ą zq ^ pfpzq

.
“ gpyqqq

9Note that the full proof would have to address equalities between multioperations and inclusions between functions. The former
being equivalent to K and the latter to an equality, for instance, fpxq ą gpyq and fpxq

.
“ gpyq
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This proves that MA has a skolemization. Observe that the inclusion system of this skolemization is the standard
one, that is, an inclusion simply means a subalgebra. Using this fact and a similar technique to skolem hulls one
can now easily prove a downward Löwenheim-Skolem result for multialgebras.

6 Final remarks and future works

We finish the present work presenting some perspectives of future developments.

Remark 6.1. The adjunctions obtained in Section 2 lead us to research about the relationship between the types
of representations of propositional logics and their institutions and π-institution developed in Section 4:

1. The result of these analyzes may provide us with a way to study metalogical properties of abstract proposi-
tional logics and their algebraic or categorical properties, for instance, the relation between Craig’s inter-
polation in an abstract logics and the amalgamation properties of its algebraic or categorical semantic. In
particular, it could be interesting examine the possibility of generalize the work in [AMP2], describing a
Craig interpolation property for institutions associated to multialgebras: this is a natural (non-deterministic)
matrix semantics for complex logics as the LFI’s, the logics of formal inconsistencies (see [CFG]).

2. By a convenient modification of this matrix institution, is presented in section 3.2 of [MaPi3] an institution
for each “equivalence class” of algebraizable logic: this furnished technical means to apply notions and results
from the theory of institutions in the propositional logic setting and to derive, from the introduction of the
notion of “Glivenko’s context”, a strong and general form of Glivenko’s Theorem relating two “well-behaved”
logics.

Remark 6.2. Another interesting discussion ´ already suggested in [Diac2] ´ which can be posed is how to
repeat the whole discussion of Section 3 with a version of the Grothendieck construction for indexed 2-categories in
order to directly produce the 2-category of institutions, as well as related 2-categories of institution-like structures.
The technical categorical devices necessary for developing this idea are presented in [Bak2], for example.

Remark 6.3. The borowing result presented in section 5 leads us to question which institutions have the skolem-
ization property in a non-trivial way. Furthermore, in predicate logic skolemization is deeply related to the idea
of indiscernibles, which leads the authors to question if an institution-independent formalization of this idea is
possible. Another question is if whether skolemization of an institution I implies the skolemization of PresI ; if
so, then in any skolemizable institution every theory would admit some expansion to a model-complete theory.
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